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In Interactive Learning Environment (ILE), the cognitive activity and 
behavior of learners are the center of the researchers’ concerns. The 
improvement of learning through combining these axes as a structure 
of indicators for well-designed learning environment, encloses the 
measurement of the educational activity as a part of the learning 
process. In this paper, we propose a mathematical modeling approach 
based on learners actions to estimate the cognitive activity, learning 
behavior and motivation, in accordance with a proposed course content 
structure. This Cognitive indicator includes the study of knowledge, 
memory and reasoning. While, activity indicator aims to study 
effort, resistance and intensity. The results recovered on a sample of 
students with different levels of education, assume that the proposed 
approach presents a relation among all these indicators which is 
relatively reliable in the term of cognitive system.
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1 Introduction and Purpose

In Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) the eval-
uation of learners is based on interactions analysis
when accessing e-learning systems.
Several studies [1, 2, 3] look into calculation and
deduction of indicators from analysis of interaction
traces, in order to extract meaningful information
about the learner activity and behavior, this allows
tutors to observe, assess and regulate the activities
of learners .
To some extent, the choice of data to analyse mainly
depends on the objectives of observation, suppos-
edly with individual or collective character, using
quantitative or qualitative value, knowledge’s study.
The use of extracted knowledge from traces has en-
abled the development of several sectors such ma-
chine learning, artificial intelligence, e-learning and
e-commerce. A concept that turns more and more
to realization in real time [4, 5]. In fact, explor-
ing traces as a background information identifies
learners’ navigation paths and reconstruct their ac-
tivities. [6] demonstrate the relevance of naviga-
tion in systems oriented toward the elderly, indi-
cating that linear navigation is more suitable for

these users, through comparing two designs of the
same email Web application with linear and hyper-
textual navigation styles. However, the use of traces
is a common approach by focusing on the process-
ing on digital traces; just a few works involves an-
other kind of traces in this aspect of the research.
[7] propose a system that evaluates the activity of
learners using log files data, based on four indi-
cators; classification indicator of learners based on
their activity (weekly), indicator of activity of each
learner throughout the course (weekly), learner clas-
sification indicator according to their performance
(for each event) and performance indicator of each
learner.
The active involvement of learners in their learn-
ing process can be reinforced by a meta-cognitive
regulation strategy by alternating learning with re-
peated tests of their knowledge [8]. [9] propose
that the computer support provided to the tutor en-
able him/her to follow up individually a collective
activity in which the learner is engaged. In com-
plicated learning conditions, learners have an in-
creased commitment to learn with increased cogni-
tive effort that would paradoxically result in more
sustained attention [10, 11]. The voluntary efforts
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of the learner result in the acquisition of knowledge,
however the quality of learning returns with added
value, which positively influences cognitive perfor-
mance.

Effort, or as [12] call, motivational excitement,
occurs only if a number of conditions are met. First,
there should be expectation that some behavior will
lead to some desirable outcome values (task incen-
tive). Secondly, the behavior must be difficult but
considered to be at its capacity and justified by the
potential gain. A concept that is very close to mental
effort is the mental load [13].
The effort is expected to be associated with cognitive
processes reflected by the Electroencephalography
measurements. Where cerebral activity in default
mode [14, 15] and cortical inhibition [16, 17] sug-
gests that this measure reflects different levels of
effort, with a high alpha for low effort levels.
The human cognitive system is a complex process-
ing device capable of acquiring, conserving, pro-
cessing and transmitting information. Cognition
improves gradually from birth through the interac-
tions of the child with his/her environment. Cog-
nitive development appears punctuated by acqui-
sitions that are necessary for the establishment of
subsequent cognitive processes. Actually, cognitive
science has identified four key factors for learning:
attention, active learner engagement, feedback and
consolidation [18]. These four factors are based on
the functioning characteristics of the cognitive sys-
tem and are deeply rooted at an early age.

On the basis of the [19] model, the cognitive ar-
chitecture underlying the learning phenomena con-
sists of working memory and long-term memory. In
neuroscience, memory is defined as the ability to
acquire, retain and restore information. Stimulated
by more than a century of neuropsychological study,
researchers have come to distinguish these forms of
memory. Maintaining a certain amount of memory
in short-term memory would eventually allow it to
be transferred into long-term memory for more sus-
tainable storage. This process would be facilitated
by mental work of repetited information , hence the
expression ”working memory” [20]. The working
memory can be defined as the temporary mainte-
nance and the manipulation of information during
the realization of cognitive spots. However, long-
term memory can be seen as an adaptive function
of the human being to his cultural, social and emo-
tional environment [21].
Knowledge is an element of our memory that allows
us to recognize the world around us, to interpret, to
understand our environment, but also to act on it.
Knowledge is mainly evaluated in the form of a sim-
ple reminder or through comprehension activities.
In the didactic of learning environments, knowl-
edge given to be study always comes from an insti-
tutional demand and what individuals have to build

are knowledge that will enable them to analyze a sit-
uation or to allow an action.
When designing a pedagogical scenario, knowl-
edge derived from the psychology of learning, [22]
presents human knowledge by categorizing it into
six different formats, these formats corresponding
to particular learning processes. Contrary to the
proposal of [23], which updated the taxonomy of
Bloom, these authors do not establish any hierar-
chy between the different knowledge formats and
even consider that some knowledge does not exist
according to certain formats.
Based on the idea that cognition groups together the
various mental processes of perception, memoriza-
tion and reasoning, [24] made an important contri-
bution when it differentiates four types of cognitive
reasoning: deductive reasoning, inductive reason-
ing, abductive reasoning and reasoning by analogy.
However, reasoning takes the form of a cognitive
process to produce a conclusion based on premises.
The studies conducted in the cognitive psychology
help to structure behavioral models. However, the
analysis of interactions provides a large amount of
data approach that identify the motivational aspect
as a point that cannot be detached from cognitive
and activity aspect of learner. The number of def-
initions of the motivation term is almost a large
topic. This happens because motivation represents
a hypothetical construct and not a material entity,
which means that we use observable manifestations
to infer a state of motivation.
Motivation is not a skill, but a state of mind in-
fluenced by internal and external factors to the in-
dividual. [25] defines it as ”the orientation of the
conduct, the efforts deployed and finally the persis-
tence of this effort over time”. In a psychological
perspective, [26] emphasizes the characteristics of
the environment in which behavior is manifested:
motivation is defined as the set of ”physiological
and psychological processes responsible for initia-
tion, maintenance and cessation behavior and the
appetitive or aversive value conferred on the ele-
ments of the environment on which this behavior is
exercised ”. The work environment is likely to influ-
ence motivation, and also the work environment of
the worker and, more specifically, the social beliefs
of the employee [27]. The work of [28] on the theory
of objectives setting establishes that an individual
is motivated when he is working towards a clear,
challenging and meaningful objective for which he
will have a feedback. The proponents of the theory
of self-determination, on the other hand, consider
that the individual is motivated by the needs of so-
cial belonging, competence and autonomy, which
would be the most decisive need [29]. The theory
[30] relates motivation to three variables: valence
(value attributed to the result), instrumentality (re-
lation between performance and retribution) and
expectation (results) which combined, can induce
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motivation. On the other hand, analysing resistance
to learn is directly observable at a large scale as some
students fail assessments on a course. [31] suggests,
that this resistance manifests through a reduction in
motivation, suggested by lateness or absence from
sessions, or a reduction in participation in group
exercises and discussions. The individual learning
resistance is linked to his/her defense mechanisms
as a set of actions that purpose to the reduction or
elimination of any change in relation to the integrity
and stability of his/her biopsychic [32].

This paper is an extension of work originally
reported in Proceedings of the 11th International
Conference on Intelligent Systems: Theories and
Applications (SITA). Thereby, we expose firstly the
methodology of structuring a course content on
which we base our modeling indicators approaches
[33]. Secondly we modeled cognition [34], activity
and motivation [35] indicators also approached in
[36], by addressing their structure that use naviga-
tion traces on a learning session, likewise as a con-
cept of procedures integrated in the adaptive learn-
ing content system we named S-CAMO. Developing
those approaches complete studies that use simpler
types of indicators [1, 2, 3], which is not sufficient to
reflect the learner profile in a general way. The last
section expose the statistical validation of the pro-
posed indicators modeling.

2 Educational collections for
course structure

Conceiving a flexible learning content toward
learner profile with his different needs requires and
includes structured components.
We propose an educational collections Ct that offer
the possibility of being redesigned under different
personalization in proportion to the same degree of
subordination of the collection to form a semantic
model of dynamic content.
Following the conceptualization of a structured ed-
ucational content (”As shown in Algorithm 1”), ed-
ucational collections can be one of four types; A
course Cri ”(2)”, a chapter Chj ”(3)”, a unit Uk ”(4)”
or an educational component Cpth ”(5)” as a peda-
gogical concept Cph or a pedagogical activity Aph.

2.1 Pedagogical objective

The pedagogical objective OCt ”(1)” of a collection
is conceptualized from the objective to learn dimen-
sion Ld and the junction of the cognitive Cd with the
knowledge Kd dimensions (”As shown in Figure 1”).

OCt = {Ld, Cd, Kd} (1)

Algorithm 1: Structuring pedagogical content

1: for Create
Cri ∈ [Cr1 · · ·Crl] (2)

do
2: Assigning the Objective OCri

3: for Create

Chj ∈ [Ch1 · · ·Chs] (3)

do
4: Assigning the Objective OChj

5: for Create

Uk ∈ [U1 · · ·Uc] (4)

do
6: Assigning the Objective OUk

7: for Create

Cpth ∈ [Cpt1 · · ·Cptn+m] (5)

do
8: Assigning the Objective OCpth

9: end for
10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
13: Pedagogical content with a dynamic and modu-

lar structure
14: OCri = {OChj }j∈[1···s] = {OUk }k∈[1···c] =
{OCpth }h∈[1···n+m]

Figure 1: Pedagogical objective

Tutors create educational collections with taking
into account the progress of the objectives to ac-
quire throughout the learning process (”As shown
in Algorithm 1”). By means of joining to each col-
lection a learning objective, however, for each one is
assigned one of the 24 levels (”As shown in Table 1”)
arranged by the junction of the knowledge type and
the cognitive process identified in the revised Bloom
Taxonomy [23]. Each level is represented by the co-
efficient P d(Ct) (”As shown in Table 1”) which we
propose is equal to the product of the value of the
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knowledge type {1..4} and the value of the cognitive
process {1..6} compared to all levels of the taxonomy.

Table 1: Coefficient of learning objectives
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(1)Remember 1/24 2/24 3/24 4/24
(2)Understand 2/24 4/24 6/24 8/24
(3)Apply 3/24 6/24 9/24 12/24
(4)Analyze 4/24 8/24 12/24 16/24
(5)Evaluate 5/24 10/24 15/24 20/24
(6)Create 6/24 12/24 18/24 24/24

3 Modeling Cognitive, activity
and motivation indicators

In the framework of developing Cognitive, Activity
and Motivation aspects of learners, deduced from
navigation traces and consulting concepts presented
in course content. As a fundament of an adaptive
learning content, we detail these indicators that are
updated each time the learner progresses and pass
his unit test. (

CUk , AUk , MUk
)

(6)

3.1 Navigation traces

The navigation traces are collected in the form of
a web browsing data, the flow of these interactions
data reflects the interaction of a learner (”As shown
in Figure 3”).
A trace T rk(ti) in a learning session with an index k
regroups all interactions data captured at every time
of consultation ti , it is characterized by;

t: Duration of learning a unit.

N : Total number of traces visited when learning a
unit.

fT rk(ti ): Frequency of consultation of an interaction
trace.

dT rk(ti ): Duration of an interaction trace.

3.2 Cognitive indicator

The cognitive activity indicator ”(7)” for a learner at
a given unit is a component defined by a 3− tuple of
explanatory variables related to that unit.

CUk = (DknowledgeUk
,DmemorizingUk

,DreasoningUk
) (7)

DknowledgeUk
: The knowledge degree is calculated

after the learner accessed and proceeded to a unit as
well as having passed this unit test T Uk (”As shown
in Figure 2). Indeed, a unit test is a transit from
one unit to another in order to ensure the assimi-
lation of the pedagogical objectives and knowledge
presented to the learner related to each pedagogical
component of this unit (”As shown in Algorithm 2”).
However, the calculation of knowledge acquisitions
follows a linear process in the learning activity.

Algorithm 2: Processing the level of knowledge
{DknowledgeUk

}
1: for each Uk ∈ [U1 · · ·Uc] do
2: for each [Cpt1 · · ·Cptn+m] do
3: for v′ questions QCpth

i associated with the
pedagogical component Cpth. Each acquisition
AqCpth of this pedagogical component Cpth is
linked to a vector [1..v′] ⊂ [1..v] of questions
Q

Cpth
i . do

4: if
∑v′

1 R(QCpth
i ) ≥ v′

2 , with R(QCpt
i )

as answers given by a learner then
5: AqCpth = 1, Cpth is acquired.
6: else if
7: then AqCpth = 0, Cpth is non

acquired.
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

11: Calculate DknowledgeUk
=

∑n+m
1 AqCpth
n+m ,

DknowledgeUk
∈ [0,1].

12: if
∑n+m

1 AqCpth ≥
(n+m)

2 . then

13: T Uk is assessed validated with
stateDknowledgeUk

= acquired and learner is

redirected to unit Uk+1.
14: else if
15: then T Uk is assessed not validated with

stateDknowledgeUk
= non − acquired and the learner

is redirected to the same unit Uk .
16: end if
17: end for
18: Save the learner degree and state of knowledge
{DknowledgeUk

, stateDknowledgeUk
} .

DmemorizingUk
: The memorization degree is the

quantification of memorized knowledge in a unit
Uk . This degree represents the sum of the acquisi-
tions multiplied by the coefficient of objective of a
pedagogical component to which they correspond,
divided by the number of acquisitions to be ac-
quired (n+m) for each unit (”As shown in Algorithm
3”).

Algorithm 3: Processing the memorization degree
{DmemorizingUk

}
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Figure 2: Generation of the cognitive indicator

1: for each Uk ∈ [U1 · · ·Uc] do
2: for each [Cpt1 · · ·Cptn+m] do
3: for All acquisitions AqCpth of a pedagogi-

cal component Cpth do
4: Calculate DmemorizingUk

=∑n+m
h=1 AqCpth

×P d(Cpth)∑n+m
h=1 P d(Cpth)

5: end for
6: end for
7: end for
8: Save the degree of memorization {DmemorizingUk

}

DreasoningUk
: The reasoning degree refers to the

ability of an effective knowledge understanding,
proposed on a unit Uk , it represents the sum of all
the given answers R(QCpt

i ) multiplied by their log-
ical reasoning coefficient divided by the total num-
ber v of questions present in the unit test T U (”As
shown in Algorithm 4”).

Algorithm 4: Processing the reasoning degree
{DreasoningUk

}
1: for each Uk ∈ [U1 · · ·Uc] do
2: for each [Cpt1 · · ·Cptn+m] do
3: for each {QCpth

i }i∈[1..v] , where R(QCpth
i ) is

the learner’s answer to the question Q
Cpth
i do

4: if ∃ dependence between Q
Cpth
i and

Q
Cpth
i−1 then

P (QCpth
i |QCpth

i−1 ) =


0, R(QCpth

i ) = 0&R(QCpth
i−1 ) = 0

1
2 , R(QCpth

i ) = 1&R(QCpth
i−1 ) = 0

1, R(QCpth
i ) = 1&R(QCpth

i−1 ) = 1
(8)

5: else if @ dependence between Q
Cpth
i

and Q
Cpth
i−1 then

6:

P (QCpth
i |QCpth

i−1 ) =

0, R(QCpth
i ) = 0

1, R(QCpth
i ) = 1

(9)

7: end if
8: Calculate DreasoningUk

=
R(Q

Cpth
1 )∗P (Q

Cpth
1 )+

∑v
i=2R(Q

Cpth
i )∗P (Q

Cpth
i |QCpth

i−1 )
v

where

P (QCpt
1 ) =

0, R(QCpth
1 ) = 0

1, R(QCpth
1 ) = 1

(10)

9: end for
10: end for
11: end for
12: Save the reasoning degree {DreasoningUk

}.

3.3 Activity indicator

The activity indicator ”(11)” measures the degree to
maneuver learning on a given unit. It is a compo-
nent defined by 3 − tuple of explanatory variables
linked to this unit (”As shown in Figure 3”).

AUk = (ResUk
, IntUk

, Ef rUk
) (11)

ResUk
: Resistance to learn expresses the difficulty

of learning all the pedagogical objectives presented
in a unit.

ResUk
=

∑
j∈[1..N ] fT rk(ti )(j)

N
∗ d2

T rk(ti )
(j) (12)
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Figure 3: Structuring Activity and Motivation Indicators

IntUk
: Learning intensity expresses the intensity to

learn all the pedagogical objectives presented in a
unit.

IntUk
= N/t (13)

Ef rUk
: Learning effort expresses the effort to learn

all the pedagogical objectives presented in a unit.

Ef rUk
= P d(Uk) ∗ResUk

∗ IntUk
2 ∗ t (14)

3.4 Motivation indicator

The motivation indicator ”(15)” measures the de-
gree of motivation in learning all the pedagogical
objectives presented in a unit (”As shown in Figure
3).

MUk =
∑

j∈[1..N ]

P d(Uk) ∗
fT r(ti )(j)

N
∗
dT r(ti )(j)

t
(15)

4 Method

The perplexity of the proposed indicators modeliza-
tion, depends on the reliability of the proposed
scale. In fact, we implemented all procedures of our
approach in an adaptive learning content system we
named S-CAMO.

4.1 Learning environment

The system S-CAMO comprises the module ”web
navigation tracker” which is an extension that re-
trieves the data of navigation on the Internet be-
tween the time of the connection and the disconnec-
tion to the system. This extension will appear as an
icon in the browser’s menu bar, where the learner

will have to enter his username and password and
then log in. If the learner exists in the database,
then the profile (Learner name, learner identifier)
will persist in the local storage of ”Google Chrome”.
However, just after installing this extension, authen-
tication will remain active as long as the learner does
not choose to disconnect manually. This extension
detects and traces access to any web page in any
open tab of the browser ”Google Chrome”, as well as
verifies the learner’s adhesion to each learning ses-
sion opened in the platform, through the validity of
its domain name. The extension sends the naviga-
tion or interaction data to the web server.

4.1.1 Interception of navigation data

For each successful authentication of a learner, the
web service provided by the platform retrieves his
identifier (”As shown in Figure 4). However, when-
ever the learner changes web page (url), the browser
adds a new function that will be delegated to the
extension level. The process of the new function in-
cludes:

1. The retrieval of the information of each navi-
gation data which are url, the url parameters
(parameter of the request), the title of the web
page;

2. Testing and verifying the authentication at the
platform, in order to send the information as-
sociated with this new intercepted and formu-
lated navigation data.
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Figure 4: Process of intercepting a navigation trace
by ”web navigation tracker” module

4.2 Participants

The sample of learners on which the test was con-
ducted is equal to 50 students, organized into 3 ap-
proximately equal groups. The group G1 and G2
contained 17 learners, while G3 contained 16 ones.
These learners were heterogeneous in relation to
their level of education and had at least an associate
degree.
Learners had a laptop, nevertheless, those who
could not bring one, had at their disposal laptops
or desktop laboratory. For the relevance of the
study, we made sure that the module ”web naviga-
tion tracker” was installed before the test.

4.3 Materials

We create a course (”As shown in Table 2”) while re-
specting the learning content structuring described
above, also to each educational collection was as-
signed a pedagogical objective.
All students followed the same course and per-
formed the presented tests unit .

5 Task analysis results

This study recovers values of all indicators’ vari-
ables according to the proposed approach, by
studying the learners traits.
We have obtained the number of learners who have
acquired or not the knowledge concepts presented
at level of the chapter Ch1 structure (”As shown in
Table 3).

Table 3: Tests unit of chapter Ch1 results.
stateDknowledgeUk

U1 U2 U3

acquired 34 48 40
non− acquired 16 2 10

Table 4: Abbreviation of indicators variables
abbreviation variables
DknowledgeUk

v1

DmemorizingUk
v2

DreasoningUk
v3

ResUk
v4

IntUk
v5

Ef rUk
v6

MUk v7

The three groups present approximately the same
characteristics with respect to the educational com-
ponents of the studied chapter. In fact, all groups re-
flect a strong correlation among the variables of the
cognitive indicator relatively to all the tested units.
All groups have no resistance to learn in relation to
all units except for group G1 who presents moder-
ately a resistance to learn unit U1. All groups have
a low intensity to learn relatively all units, however
more is the intensity to learn less there is a resis-
tance. The effort to acquire knowledge and to mem-
orize for the group G1 remains average relatively to
unit U1 while it is low for groups G2 and G3, how-
ever there is no effort to reason for all groups for all
units. All groups show moderate resistance linked
to the effort to learn the unit U2, however, the group
G1 has an effort related to the resistance at unit U1.
Unlike group G2 and G3 where resistance is not re-
lated to effort. As well as group G3 has a resitance
related to the effort at unit U3 while group G2 and
G3 where resistance is not related to effort. Inten-
sity to learn is moderately low compared to all units.
Motivation is weakly related to the variables of the
cognitive indicator, it is moderately linked to the re-
sistance to learn and weakly related to the intensity
of work. All groups have a moderately weak rela-
tionship between motivation and effort .

6 Conclusions and discussion

The many aspects profile of learners serve on adapt-
ing their learning environment. However, the lack
of holistic measures in learning environment make
us propose a compilation of indicators by develop-
ing a theoretical conception that include the cog-
nition, activity and motivation in a learning pro-
cess.The study involve the measurement of the pro-
posed indicators’ structures, it reflects the behavior
and trend of learners on processing information in
learning interactions. In this context, we develop
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Table 2: Structure of Ch1.
Ct Cd Kd P d(Ct) Ld
Cr1 Apply Procedural 9/24 Learning HTML and CSS
Ch1 Understand Conceptual 4/24 Learning The basics of HTML and CSS
U1 Understand Factual 2/24 Introduction
Cpt1 Remember Factual 1/24 Definitions and roles
Cpt2 Remember Factual 1/24 Versions
Cpt3 Understand Factual 2/24 Local work
Cpt4 Understand Factual 2/24 The text editor
U2 Understand Factual 2/24 The basics of HTML
Cpt1 Understand Factual 2/24 Proficiency of Elements, tags, attributes
Cpt2 Understand Factual 2/24 Defining Structure
Cpt3 Understand Factual 2/24 Display
Cpt4 Understand Factual 2/24 Indentation and comments
Cpt5 Understand Factual 2/24 Titles and paragraphs
Cpt6 Understand Factual 2/24 Spaces and line breaks
Cpt7 Understand Factual 2/24 Strong, em and mark
Cpt8 Understand Factual 2/24 Listes
Cpt9 Understand Factual 2/24 Internal and external links
Cpt10 Understand Factual 2/24 Other Links
Cpt11 Understand Factual 2/24 Images
Cpt12 Understand Factual 2/24 Validation
U3 Understand Conceptual 4/24 The basics of CSS
Cpt1 Understand Factual 2/24 Selectors, Properties
Cpt2 Understand Factual 2/24 Emplacement
Cpt3 Understand Factual 2/24 Comments
Cpt4 Understand Factual 2/24 Single selectors
Cpt5 Understand Factual 2/24 Id and class
Cpt6 Understand Factual 2/24 Inheritance
Cpt7 Understand Conceptual 4/24 Block vs inline
Cpt8 Understand Conceptual 4/24 Div and span

Table 5: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G1 toward the unit U1.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9763 1 * * * * *
v3 0,8089 0,7444 1 * * * *
v4 0,5319 0,5314 0,4427 1 * * *
v5 -0,3943 -0,3942 -0,4222 -0,6701 1 * *
v6 0,4221 0,4335 0,2749 0,7679 -0,0678 1 *
v7 0,1746 0,2400 -0,0120 0,6594 -0,4728 0,4132 1

Table 6: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G2 toward the unit U1.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9417 1 * * * * *
v3 0,7276 0,5491 1 * * * *
v4 0,1653 0,1883 -0,0480 1 * * *
v5 -0,1236 -0,1468 -0,0236 -0,7593 1 * *
v6 -0,0340 -0,0934 -0,0436 0,3459 0,2720 1 *
v7 -0,0707 0,0112 -0,1221 0,5028 -0,5128 -0,1491 1
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Table 7: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G3 toward the unit U1.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9465 1 * * * * *
v3 0,7899 0,6318 1 * * * *
v4 -0,1103 -0,1054 0,0172 1 * * *
v5 -0,2860 -0,2256 -0,1790 -0,6800 1 * *
v6 -0,5034 -0,3807 -0,2676 0,1603 0,5861 1 *
v7 -0,1322 -0,1718 0,1119 0,6086 -0,1038 0,3820 1

Table 8: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G1 toward the unit U2.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 1,0000 1 * * * * *
v3 0,7787 0,7787 1 * * * *
v4 0,2433 0,2433 0,0330 1 * * *
v5 0,0835 0,0835 0,0522 -0,7769 1 * *
v6 0,5768 0,5768 0,2773 0,3029 0,2851 1 *
v7 0,1338 0,1338 0,0446 0,6863 -0,4735 0,1091 1

Table 9: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G2 toward the unit U2.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 1,0000 1 * * * * *
v3 0,8845 0,8845 1 * * * *
v4 -0,1224 -0,1224 -0,3195 1 * * *
v5 -0,2007 -0,2007 -0,1233 -0,3503 1 * *
v6 -0,2327 -0,2327 -0,3430 0,4431 0,6647 1 *
v7 0,0947 0,0947 0,2639 0,0348 -0,4126 -0,4577 1

Table 10: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G3 toward the unit U2.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 1,0000 1 * * * * *
v3 0,8585 0,8585 1 * * * *
v4 -0,0124 -0,0124 -0,1452 1 * * *
v5 -0,1733 -0,1733 0,0944 -0,7590 1 * *
v6 -0,3695 -0,3695 -0,1906 0,3853 0,2777 1 *
v7 0,1702 0,1702 0,0438 0,3602 -0,1726 0,1085 1

Table 11: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G1 toward the unit U3.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9461 1 * * * * *
v3 0,9024 0,8295 1 * * * *
v4 -0,0795 -0,1861 -0,0150 1 * * *
v5 -0,0930 0,0175 -0,1375 -0,5699 1 * *
v6 -0,1737 -0,1584 -0,1821 0,4723 0,4199 1 *
v7 -0,0322 -0,1200 0,0994 0,3538 0,2557 0,4968 1
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Table 12: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G2 toward the unit U3.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9201 1 * * * * *
v3 0,6952 0,5768 1 * * * *
v4 0,1357 0,1553 0,0472 1 * * *
v5 -0,2563 -0,2060 -0,1317 -0,6814 1 * *
v6 -0,1320 -0,0371 -0,0406 0,2194 0,5400 1 *
v7 0,1781 0,2682 0,1773 0,3929 -0,2815 -0,0695 1

Table 13: Correlation matrix (Pearson) for group G3 toward the unit U3.
Var v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7
v1 1 * * * * * *
v2 0,9317 1 * * * * *
v3 0,7830 0,6418 1 * * * *
v4 0,1757 0,1825 0,1453 1 * * *
v5 -0,1821 -0,2657 -0,1122 -0,8190 1 * *
v6 -0,0332 -0,0881 -0,0297 0,7285 -0,2264 1 *
v7 0,1746 0,1418 0,0468 0,6077 -0,4340 0,5587 1

an educational content structure which was already
implemented and which mobilizes the achievement
of the specific estimation of the updated indicators
after each pedagogical unit. The results show specif-
ically a high relation among the cognition attributes
and a moderatly interrelated linkage among all the
studied variables. We assume that the scale we have
presented in this paper prove the efficiency of the
proposed modelization.
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